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“I don’t know why we do it. We must be crazy./Welcome, fellow poet.”―Richard HugoRichard
Hugo, whom Carolyn Kizer called “one of the most passionate, energetic and honest poets
living,” was that rare phenomenon―a distinguished poet who was also an inspiring teacher. The
Triggering Town is Hugo’s classic collection of lectures, essays, and reflections, all “directed
toward helping with that silly, absurd, maddening, futile, enormously rewarding activity: writing
poems.” From pieces that include “Writing off the Subject” and “How Poets Make a Living,”
anyone, from the beginning poet to the mature writer to the lover of literature, will benefit greatly
from Hugo’s playful and profound insights into the mysteries of literary creation.

"Richard Hugo’s free-swinging, go-for-it remarks on poetry and the teaching of poetry are
exactly what are needed in classrooms and in the world."― James Dickey, author of
Deliverance"Richard Hugo taught me that anyone with a desire to write, and an ear for
language, and a bit of imagination could become a writer."― James Welch, author of Fools
CrowAbout the AuthorRichard Hugo was for many years the director of the creative writing
program at the University of Montana, Missoula Campus. He received the Theodore Roethke
Memorial Prize and was twice nominated for the National Book Award.
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Elizabeth, “Delightful and thought provoking. This book was assigned to students in a writing
class that I took. The author, Richard Hugo, a poet, shares his thoughts on writing, on writing
poetry, on using your own experience to inform and enrich your writing and on living. This is a
collection of essays and lectures that delights, challenges and informs anyone interested in
poetry, in writing, in understanding and in living creatively. It includes examples of Mr. Hugo's
own poetry as well as his prose. It is a wonderful read!”

Frank J. Edwards, “Wise words on Poetry and life. I found out about this book while reading Ted
Kooser’s wonderful “The Poetry Home Repair Manual.” Very glad I did. Super advice about nitty-
gritty poetic technique and enlightening stories from Hugo’s days as a student of Theodor
Roethke told with great humor and candor. He also tells vivid stories about his days as a
bombardier during WW II.  Nothing to not love about this book.”

Daniel, “Beautiful writing, great instuction, but maybe too hard to forget. Hugo is a delight to read
in the way C.S. Lewis is: he is endearing, humble, and gentle--a man of style, grace, and quick
wit--while remaining tough, straightforward, and confident. Even if you don't pay attention to what
Hugo is saying, the way he says it could carry you though the book enjoyably.Hugo's intent in
assembling this book of lectures and essays is to teach and instruct hopeful poets, and for him
the soul of poetry pedagogy is basically (and simply) to save students time, to show them what
they would eventually teach themselves if they continued writing on their own.The danger in
"The Triggering Town" is that Hugo is at once demanding and seductive. He doesn't put his
suggestions and opinions in uncertain terms, and yet he avoids coming off as a control freak by
expressing his thoughts so beautifully and clearly. Reading Hugo, it's difficult not to be wooed
into becoming a Hugoite.Make no mistake: There are far, far worse things for a poet than to
follow Hugo's advice and methods. Still, if a poet is never able to shrug off some of Hugo's
axioms, she will never achieve true greatness. Conventional wisdom has it that only after you
have learned to follow the rules can you break them. There is truth in this. But it possible to be
taught the rules so well that one can never break them. It is a daunting task for any poet to
muster up the sense of authority to dismiss Hugo's teaching. If a poet is too shy and insecure to
throw away his teacher's instruction (as many greats are), perhaps the best path is to avoid the
formal instruction Hugo offers and to simply read the fruit of great poets instead.”

Michael Griffith, “Not so much a "how-to" book as a series of helpful observations.. This is my
new favorite guide to poetry.It makes a wonderful accompanyment to Ted Kooser's invaluable
The Poetry Home Repair Manual.Richard Hugo offers one chapter on his "rules of writing
poetry," yet you realize he gives these rules out with grains of salt, since when you read his
poems later in the book you see that he doesn't follow his rules.I enjoyed this book as much as I
learned from it. For me the most rewarding and helpful chapters were the last two in which



Richard Hugo shares stories of his time spent in Italy during World War II and later as an
employee at Boeing. He offers poems written about those times that do as much to reveal
Hugo's ideals of writing as his lecture notes and discussions in previous chapters.I want to note
strongly that if you are looking for a "how-to" book on writing poetry, I'd suggest looking
elsewhere. This book is better-served as a dessert after you've feasted on a good poetry
collection or anthology and a poetry textbook. Come back to enjoy this delight.”

Susan L. Bruns, “8 weeks of poetry was a great way to add an element to my summer. I really
enjoyed the workshop. As someone who usually writes prose and non-fiction, I craved some
poetry writing, and this, my first online course experience, did not disappoing. LouAnn Muhm
did a very nice job of organizing the course, communicating with the participants, and providing
commentary and feedback. The other participants were amazing - all of them very good writers
and valuable critique-ers. I enjoyed some prompts more than others, but overall, they were very
good "triggers" that led to poems I wouldn't have written - at least half of which I have already re-
worked. I would definitely take another online course from LouAnn!”

Mark D. Burgh, “A VIew Inside the Mind of a Great American Poet. Richard Hugo's a bit in
eclipse now, maybe because he died way too young, but the Triggering Town remains a book all
poets and poetry teachers read. If you want to read a book on how to write poetry, maybe this
isn't for you, but if you want to read the mind of a poet, of his thought, ideas, creative processes
and his experiences of life, then this book could be for you. Hugo workshops two student poems
and speaking as a workshop teacher myself, he offers gentle correction to the natural solipsism
of many young writers of all genres. I used some of his ideas is assumptions with a student who
could not write a real poem for the life of her until she used one of Hugo's stances to approach
the material of her own life.Maybe this book is more for teachers or working writers than the
general public, but I think that if you approach this great collections with an open mind you will
see that it is a book-length poem worthy of its own reading.Too bad the Norton Anthology of
Modern/Contemporary cut down Hugo's space for some truly dubious additions.  Ah well.”

Curious Reader, “Richard Hugo's Wonderful Mind. How happy I am to have accidentally found
this book! It's a gem, a real gem, and no writer of anything--fiction, nonfiction, poetry, should be
without it. This small book of just over a hundred pages is loaded with excellent advice for the
writing of poetry, but also contains fascinating tales of Hugo's WW II days as a bombardier
stationed in Italy (35 missions) and subsequent return with his wife, years later. The poems
which resulted are included.The excellent advice is none I ever heard before, especially as to
eliminating the unnecessary. After re-reading it, I sat right down early this morning and began
revising a couple of my poems.Richard Hugo died at 59, way too soon. But at least we writers
have his quirky, thoughtful, compassionate, on-the-mark advice and beautiful essays. Buy it
quickly, is my advice.”



Lia G., “Davvero una bella lettura!. Premetto che mi piace abbastanza leggere le poesie, non
scriverle. Ero attratta dalle recensioni reperibili sul sito americano di Amazon ed ho veramente
gradito tanto questa lettura! Interessante scoprire un saggio su come approcciarsi alla scrittura
di poesia, cosa evitare secondo Hugo o su come alcune poesie sue siano venute a crearsi,
come descrive nel capitolo 8 ('Ci vediamo'). Apprezzo inoltre la sua sincerità, sensibilità e
semplicità di scrittura.Mi è venuto voglia di leggere le sue poesie e infatti le ho già ordinate in un
volume completo.”

Ebook Library Reader, “My new 'Help ME..I'm a Poet' crush. Richard Hugo speaks so openly
without pretension and from the start of his book it was like listening to a wry and funny very wise
friend. The way he speaks resonates with me and I wonder if in some previous life we may have
been related. I was inspired by his advice and his stories. I was left feeling, by the end, that I am
completely and utterly and happily mad to be a Poet.”

debasis mukhopadhyay, “like hugo's style very much. wish there were more in it. like hugo's style
very much.”

The book by Richard Hugo has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 243 people have provided feedback.
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